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ABSTRACT

We report lherrnal conductivily data for several 1-D inorganic CDW
compounds, the members of the (MX4)InI family as well as blue bronze
(KO.rMoOr) in the temperature range between 8OK and 320K. The thermal
conductivity decreases from higher temperatures showing a broad minimum in
the vicinity of the Peierls transition and the small anomaly just below this

transition.
INTRODUCTION

in our investigation undergo a Peigrls transition: (TaSeU)rI
aL TO=265K, (NbSe4)1013 rt Tp=280K and blue bronze (KO.rMoo.) at Tp=180K.
Below this temperature they exhibit nonl-inear transport, properties due to CDW
current-carrying state(1). w" will compare them to (NbSeU)rI(2) which does
not show same properties but is structurally very similar.
AII

compounds

the standard four-contact mebhod,
needle shaped single crystal
(a1ong the high conductivity axis) was thermally connected with indium solder
to a copper heat sinl<. The other end of the sample was glued with GE varnish
to a constantan foil which had a small healer at the olher end. Both thermal
Thermal conductivity was measured by

relative bo a constantan foil.

One end

of a

gradients, on the sample and ori the constantan reference, were measured using
constantan-chromel thermocouples. The unknovrn thermal conducbivity is
determined by the ratio of the gradients, a geometrical factor and the
thermal conductivity of the constantan as referenc"(3). tn" thermal gradient
in the sample was always smaller than lK except i-n the transition region
where it was 0.2K. The typical sample dimensions were 2.5*0.3*0.5 nun3. Tne
relaLive accuracy (l-Z%) was much better than the absolute one (201), mainly
due bo the uncertalnty in defining the geometrlcal factor of thin samples.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results obtained on cooling (sLower than 5K/h in the whole
temperature region exeept around the transition where the.rate was smaller
lhan 1Klh) i-n the temperature range from BO to 32OK are shown in Fig.l.
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In comparison to (NbSe4)3I(2), which does not undergo a peierls
distorsion and where- ' the- therrnal conductivity increases almost
monotonically with decreasing temperature, the thermal conductivities of
other compounds which are cDhl systems (\15r7) show a comnon general
behaviour: a more or less well defined minimum in the region of the peierrs
transition and a smal1 anomaly of a few percent of total conduct,lvity at
the transition.temperature. The same general feature has the thermal
conductivity of ras.(7) as wel-r as blue bronze for which we obtained
similar resurts as L&es .t at.(8).
We note that electronic contribuLion calculated from the Wiedemann-Franz
law, as shown in Table 1. , is less than six percent for the
tetracalcogenides and does not explain Lhe decreasb of thermal conductivity
from lhe higher temperatures down to the Peierls lransition temperature as
well as the anomal-ous behaviour at the Peierrs t,ransition. Therefore it
seems that thermal conductivity is mainry due to the latbice. However for
temperaLures above the Peierls transit,ion it is not possible to find an
explanation for the therrnal conductivity within the Debye theory. Similar
behaviour of the thermal conductivity has been observed in dichalcogenides
which are 2D cDW sysbems where an order-disorder pict,ure has been used for
the explanation of the lattice conductivity. Nunez-Requeiro at aI(9)
introduced a 'rpseudospi-ntr concept for analysing t,he thermar conductivity of

L29

that

but bhey already noticed that its extension to some other
(as
CDW compounds
NbSe.) could be difficult because their transition
5
entropy is much smaLler. rt is suggestive to look for a possibre mechanism
for the additionar contribution to the thermar conductivity above the
Pelerls bransition in the existence of a wide regime of 1-D fluc.tuations
which is characteristic for materiars we have investigated (bhe large rat,io
2L/kT^p - see Table 1/. We will discuss 1t, in more detail els"h"""(5).
CDhl compound
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Data pertaining to peierrs or structural transiLions in
blue bronze at room temperature. Lj.sted are: the
phase transition temperature, the ratio of the ampritude of the peierls gap
and the Peierls bemperature, resistivity at room temperaLure, electroiit
thermal conductivity, over the totat therrnar eonductivity at roorn
temperature, the hlght, of the anomaly in the Lhermal conductivity berow lhe
Peierl-s transiti-on.

Table 1.

Letrachalcogenides and

As for the explanation for the anomary in the thermar conductivlty just
berow the Peierls transition some arguments could be possibry used as in

high Tc- supercondueto""(10): the phonon mean free path bel-ow Tp..is
the phonons cease bo dissipate their momentum in
collisions with cDW condensate and it inereases as more and more carriers
are c'ondensed bul finally oLher scattering mechanisms come into play at a
few degrees lower temperatures(5).
The other explanation for the occurrence of the anomaly at peierrs
transition was given by Kwok ab ar(11). rr,"y claim that the anomal-ies they
observed i-n brue bronze and (Taseu)rr are related to the heat caried by
soft phonons wibh wave vecbor cl-ose to 2ku. However, the interpretation of
the anomaly at the Peierrs transiti-on as the contribution of soft phonons
is questionable because the softening was not seen in (faSe,)rf(12). In
blue bronze(13) the softening exists but accompanied by lhe significant
increase of the o*ping(L1).
' rt seems to us that lhe nature of the observed anomalies in arr these
CDW systems should be the same as well as their driving mechanism(5).
enchanced because

CONCLUSION

We polnt out two generral charactpristies of the thermal conductivity of
quasi lD CDW systems. First is the minimum in the region of the Peierls
transition and the second is a small anomaly jusb below the transition
temperature. We hope that the results wilf stimul-ate further theoretical
efforts towards final explanatlon of the measured thermal conductivity of
CDW

materials.
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